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Surinder Films Hits The Bullseye With Three Successive Blockbuster Films

- Love Marriage, Tenida & Co. & Ardhangini Are Running In Packed Theatres -

Kolkata, 16
th
June, 2023: Surinder Films, one of West Bengal's leading production houses, has hit the

bullseye with a Hattrick of Blockbuster Films - Love Marriage, Tenida & Co. & Ardhangini. Each of

these films have captivated the audiences and continue to dominate the box office, showcasing Surinder

Films' commitment to delivering quality entertainment.

Love Marriage, the romantic comedy directed by Premendu Bikash Chaki, has reached an

extraordinary milestone as it begins its remarkable 10th week run. Audiences have fallen in love

Ankush - Oindrila’s electrifying chemistry on big screen with a heartwarming acting by the veteran

actor, Shri Ranjit Mallick and Aparajitya Adhya, depicting the tale of love and marriage goof-ups.

Meanwhile, Tenida & Co., based on Late Narayan Gangopadhyay’s famous novel Jhau Bungalowr

Rahasya and directed by Sayantan Ghoshal, has achieved an impressive feat as it enters its 5
th
week

run. This movie has enthralled viewers of all ages with its exciting storyline and charismatic characters

sketched directly from the pages of the story. Kanchan Mullick’s stellar performance as the legendary

fictional character, Tenida, coupled with other powerful acting performances by actors like Sabyasachi

Chakraborty, Gourab Chakraborty, Riddhima Ghosh, Soumendra Bhattacharya & Sourav Saha

gave the audience enough reasons to laugh and watch the film in big screen.

Last but not least, the riveting drama Ardhangini, helmed by Kaushik Ganguly, continues to win the

hearts of the audiences with its powerful narrative where the irreconcilable relationship between two

women and their angst and interactions takes the story forward. The film, in its third week, has garnered

widespread acclaim for its thought-provoking storyline & exceptional performances by the cast

members spearheaded by Jaya Ahsan, Churni Ganguly, Kaushik Sen, Lily Chakraborty, Damini,

Benny Basu & Ambrasih Mukherjee.

"We are elated by the overwhelming response Love Marriage, Tenida & Co., and Ardhangini have

continued to release. It is a testament to the hard work and dedication of all the talented cast and crew

members and the unwavering support from the audience. We will continue to strive for excellence and

deliver remarkable stories that resonate with our viewers. On behalf of Surinder Films I would like to

express our appreciation to the viewers for embracing these films with open hearts. In the coming

months we would be releasing a few more interesting projects which would enthral the viewers”, said Mr

Nispal Singh, Director, Surinder Films commented.

Surinder Films Pvt Ltd is committed to raising the bar in Bengali cinema and takes pride in its ability to

consistently produce high-quality films that touch the hearts of the audience. With this recent success, the

production house aims to ride its winning streak and keep entertaining the audiences with compelling

stories in the future.
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